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A B S T R A C T   

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)-caused Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID- 
19) is currently a global pandemic that has wreaked havoc on public health, lives, and the global economy. The 
present COVID-19 outbreak has put pressure on the scientific community to develop medications and vaccina-
tions to combat COVID-19. However, according to highly optimistic forecasts, we could not have a COVID-19 
vaccine until September 2020. This is due to the fact that a successful COVID-19 vaccine will necessitate a 
careful validation of effectiveness and adverse reactivity given that the target vaccine population includes high- 
risk people over 60, particularly those with severe co-morbid conditions, frontline healthcare professionals, and 
those involved in essential industrial sectors. For passive immunization, which is being considered for Covid-19, 
there are several platforms for vaccine development, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. The 
COVID-19 pandemic, which is arguably the deadliest in the last 100 years after the Spanish flu, necessitates a 
swift assessment of the various approaches for their ability to incite protective immunity and safety to prevent 
unintended immune potentiation, which is crucial to the pathogenesis of this virus. Considering the pandemic’s 
high fatality rate and rapid spread, an efficient vaccination is critical for its management. As a result, academia, 
industry, and government are collaborating in unprecedented ways to create and test a wide range of vaccina-
tions. In this review, we summarize the Covid-19 vaccine development initiatives, recent trends, difficulties, 
comparison between traditional vaccines development and Covid-19 vaccines development also listed the 
approved/authorized, phase-3 and pre-clinical trials Covid-19 vaccines in different countries.   

1. Introduction 

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a group of concerned viruses that can cause 
respiratory tract infections in humans, with symptoms ranging from 
moderate to fatal [1,2]. There are currently-seven types of CoVs known 
to infect humans (Fig. 1) [3]. Human Coronavirus 229E (HCoV-229E), 
Human Coronavirus OC43 (HCoV-OC43), Human Coronavirus NL63 
(HCoV-NL63), and Human Coronavirus HKU1 (HCoV-HKU1) are four of 
these that induce only moderate and self-limiting respiratory symptoms. 
The other three CoVs, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 
(SARS-CoV), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS- 
CoV), and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS- 
CoV-2), on the other hand, are extremely pathogenic and can cause se-
vere respiratory diseases as well as death in infected patients [4,5]. 

China’s health officials detected a suspicious pneumonia with no 

known cause in late December 2019 [6]. The disease was caused by a 
novel coronavirus, according to a prompt genome analysis [7]. This 
novel virus was given the name SARS-CoV-2 by the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO), and the disease COVID-19, or Coronavirus Disease 
2019 [8]. On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
had no choice but to declare the outbreak a pandemic due to its rapid 
spreading [9]. COVID-19 can cause a wide range of symptoms, from 
asymptomatic to moderate flu-like symptoms to severe respiratory 
distress syndrome and death [10]. COVID-19 incidences have also been 
linked to long-term pulmonary, cardiological, and neurological prob-
lems [11]. Other than treating symptomatic patients, monitoring of 
asymptomatic infections, follow-up and monitoring after cure and 
discharge, close contact tracking, high-risk population screening, and 
disinfection of the epidemic source have all been used to prevent and 
control the epidemic, but effective vaccination would be the only way to 
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completely eliminate COVID-19 infections [12–14]. A vaccine is a bio-
logical substance that gives active acquired immunity against a specific 
infectious disease [15]. A vaccine usually comprises an antigen that 
resembles a disease-causing microorganism and is manufactured from 
weakened or killed microbes, their toxins, or one of their surface pro-
teins [16]. Vaccines can be used for both prevention and treatment 
[17,18]. Many processes are involved in bringing a new vaccine to the 
public, including vaccine development, clinical trials, FDA authoriza-
tion or approval, production, and distribution [19]. To make COVID-19 
vaccinations available to the general population, a number of public and 
private institutions collaborated [20]. While the COVID-19 vaccines 
were created quickly, every precaution was taken to assure their safety 
and efficacy [21]. 

2. COVID-19 vaccine development 

Vaccines are among the most extensively studied biological medi-
cations on the market [22,23]. The development of a vaccine is a lengthy 
and difficult procedure that differs from the development of regular 
medicines [24]. In terms of scope and pace, the efforts of researchers 
around the world to develop vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 as a thera-
peutic remedy in the COVID-19 pandemic are unprecedented [25]. 
Because “speed” is the most important aspect of receiving these vac-
cines, it’s possible that they’ll be available under emergency or similar 
protocols [26]. However, this pressing requirement constitutes a sig-
nificant shift from the classic and typical stages of vaccine development, 
which take on average ten years to complete, compared to the five years 
required for Ebola vaccines [27]. The quick and pressing need for 
COVID-19 vaccines involves novel development concepts:  

(i) parallel and adaptive development phases,  
(ii) innovative regulatory processes, and.  

(iii) Big manufacturing capacity [28]. 

In the preclinical stage of standard vaccine development, the tech-
nology that will be used in the vaccine is chosen, and the efficiency, 
safety, and efficacy on human cells (in vitro) and animal models (in vivo) 
are evaluated [29]. In vivo animal studies are carried out if the anti- 
infective activity in vitro is expected and many cells do not perish 
excessively [30]. The preclinical stage lasts between 1 1/2 [31] and 2 1/ 
2 [32] years and is by far the most selective; less than 20 % [30] of 
studies survive the human test, according to estimates. Some studies fail 
because the product is ineffective, while others fail because financing is 

no longer available [33]. These factors could be a result of the failure of 
prospective anti-COVID vaccinations that have been designated as 
“preclinical testing” by the World Health Organization [34]. Human 
testing is the second step, which includes FDA (USA) and EMA (Europe) 
approvals [35,36]. Testing on tens of individuals (phase I), testing on 
hundreds of people (phase II), and testing on thousands of people (steps 
III/IV) are the three phases of this stage [37,38]. As the goal is to identify 
the vaccine’s effective dose and, more importantly, to limit side effects, 
small-scale testing is always preferred [39]. 

3. Comparison of the development of traditional vaccines and 
COVID-19 vaccines 

Traditional vaccine development can take up to 15 years, beginning 
with a protracted discovery phase during which vaccines are designed 
and exploratory preclinical studies are carried out (Fig. 2) [40]. This is 
frequently followed by a phase in which more formal preclinical in-
vestigations and toxicological studies are conducted, as well as the 
development of manufacturing methods [41]. During this time, an 
investigational new drug (IND) application is submitted, and the vaccine 
candidate is tested in phases I, II, and III. If the predefined end points are 
satisfied with the outcome of phase III trials, a biologics license appli-
cation (BLA) is filed, examined by regulatory agencies, and the vaccine 
is finally licensed [42]. Large-scale production begins after that. The 
research of a vaccine for Covid-19 is moving at a tremendous speed 
(Fig. 3) [43,44]. The discovery phase was avoided due to knowledge 
gathered from the initial development of vaccines for SARS-CoV and 
MERS-CoV [45]. Existing procedures were implemented, and phase I/II 
trials began. After the interim review of phase I/II data, phase III studies 
began, with numerous clinical trial phases operating concurrently [46]. 
Meanwhile, vaccine manufacturers have begun large-scale production of 
numerous vaccine candidates, putting them in jeopardy. It’s yet unclear 
how these vaccine candidates will be licensed, for example, through an 
initial emergency use authorization [47]. 

4. The difficulties in developing Covid-19 vaccines 

In the last decade, empirical-based vaccination firms have made 
significant advancements in human health [48]. Nonetheless, vaccine 
research is still in its infancy in terms of modern immunology and mo-
lecular microbiology, necessitating a longer time to develop a new 
vaccine [49]. When producing new vaccines, increased health concerns, 
extremely advanced production techniques, and related research 

Fig. 1. Types of Coronaviruses known to infect Human.  
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requirements must all be carefully examined [50]. If a SARS-CoV-2 
vaccine is produced on a fast-track basis for clinical use, a new set of 
regulations and guidelines will be needed to address overlapping med-
ical, technological, regulatory, and public safety concerns [51]. In recent 
years, the relationship between immune responses and protective effects 
has been questioned for many vaccinations [52]. Structure-guided an-
tigen production is quite popular [53]. Vaccine development, on the 
other hand, is far from being a well-established research topic. After 
nearly-four decades of study, the recent announcement of the discon-
tinuation of HVTN702 reminded us of a considerable gap between 
research and the production of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
vaccines [51]. Vaccine development today necessitates a wide range of 
skills. A wide range of advances has emerged over the last two decades 
[54]. In light of the challenging vaccination specifications against 
rapidly spreading novel viral illnesses, vaccine technologies with exist-
ing human research experience would provide significant benefits, 
particularly in terms of health concerns. It’s also worth noting that the 
innovator might quickly scale up his or her vaccine production to a 
scale-up Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) output of up to 10-million 
doses [55]. Those who already have facility and manufacturing expe-
rience would be in a much better position [51]. Regulatory agencies face 
a similar difficulty to vaccine companies when it comes to the quick 

development of COVID-19 vaccines [56]. The health assessment of po-
tential vaccines against COVID-19 would be given top priority. The 
virus’s immune-pathogenesis is critical in the COVID-19 infection, 
ensuring that immunization against such a virus does not cause the same 
types of immunological reactions [57]. This would have an impact on 
the vaccination formulation and immunogens used. If the global demand 
for COVID-19 vaccinations arises, the preparation will eventually begin 
to allow every-one in the world to have equal access to effective vac-
cines. To achieve total pandemic control, the following challenges must 
be addressed: vaccine ownership, unmatched development financing, 
pricing and supply networks, and coordinated delivery of such vaccines 
[58]. 

5. Major vaccine development initiatives for Covid-19 

To combat the current coronavirus epidemic, much effort is being 
put into developing a vaccine against COVID-19 [59]. More than 150 
companies and academic institutions are working on COVID-19 vac-
cines, using DNA-based vaccines, RNA-based vaccines, non-replicating 
viral vectors (NRVV), replicating viral vectors (RVV), inactivated vac-
cines (IAcV), live-attenuated vaccines (LAVs), and protein subunits, 
among other strategies. Several researchers are using computer-aided 

Fig. 2. Development of Traditional Vaccines.  

Fig. 3. Development of Covid-19 Vaccines.  
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and machine learning technologies to investigate the immune system’s 
interaction with viral antigens in order to find prospective vaccine tar-
gets. These approaches have already been used to develop vaccines 
against a variety of different infections, and they are presently being 
used to develop a vaccine against COVID-19 [60–62]. We have also 
listed the authorized or approved vaccines (Table 1) by mentioning their 
platform, vaccines under the pre-clinical phase (Table 2) and vaccines 
under phase-3 (Table 3). 

6. Nucleic acid vaccines 

SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid vaccines have been developed by a number 
of pharmaceutical companies [63,64]. Inovio Pharmaceuticals, for 
example, developed a DNA vaccine, while other businesses, such as 
Moderna Therapeutics and Curevac [65], are investigating RNA vaccine 
techniques. DNA vaccines were shown to induce protective immunity 
against influenza in mice models in 1993. For decades, however, these 
nonclinical investigations have not been transferred into clinical trials in 
humans [65]. The formulations of nucleic acid vaccines have lately 
improved significantly, boosting their safety. Although nucleic acid 
vaccines are now exclusively used in animals, it is becoming more likely 
that they will be utilized in people [66]. 

7. DNA vaccines 

The DNA vaccine, which encodes for the antigen plus an adjuvant 
that triggers the adaptive immune response, is the most revolutionary 
technique for immunization [67]. This kind of vaccine preparation has 
possibilities for successful HCV viral hepatitis or viral pathology pro-
phylaxis with high antigenic diversity (influenza virus or HIV) [68]. 
DNA vaccines can be administered in a variety of ways. They can be 
delivered intradermally, where a short electric pulse (electroporation) 
optimizes their uptake by cutaneous antigen-presenting cells (APCs) like 
macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic cells, which will process and 
present them to naive T cells in secondary lymph organs, resulting in 
increased cellular adaptive immune responses. The newly produced 
antigen will also reach these organs, where it will activate naive B cells, 
leading to antibody production [67]. Because DNA molecules are nor-
mally quite stable, DNA vaccines can be stored at + 4 ◦C, making the 
distribution of this type of vaccination much easier [69]. 

8. RNA vaccines 

RNA vaccines are made up of viral antigen-encoding messenger 
RNAs that can be converted into antigenic proteins and trigger the im-
mune system by human cells [70]. These vaccines aim to stimulate the 
production of antibodies against the viral protein spike, which can be 
detected on the virus’s surface. These antibodies have a neu-
tralizing effect, which means they prevent the protein that permits cells 
in the respiratory tract to get infected [71]. To boost their efficiency, 
RNA vaccines are frequently administered in combination with other 
agents such as protamine or lipid- and polymer-based nanoparticles. 
RNA vaccines can be administered via a variety of methods, including 
regular intravenous injection, but DNA vaccines need the use of spe-
cialized instruments such as electroporation or a gene gun [72,73]. 
Because of its flexibility and capacity to mimic antigen structure and 
expression as seen during a natural infection, this platform has aided the 
rapid vaccine development effort [74]. mRNA molecules, on the other 
hand, are much more unstable than DNA. As a result, long-term storage 
of mRNA vaccines typically necessitates temperatures between − 70 ◦C 
and − 20 ◦C, which complicates vaccine distribution logistics [71]. 

9. Whole virus vaccines 

Conventional production processes are used to create live-attenuated 
viral vaccines and inactivated virus vaccines. Johnson & Johnson is one 

Table 1 
Authorized/approved vaccines for Covid-19 [96,97].  

Name Platform Developers Origin 

Comirnaty 
(BNT162b2) 

mRNA-based 
vaccine 

Pfizer, BioNTech; Fosun 
Pharma 

Multinational 

Moderna 
COVID–19 
Vaccine 
(mRNA-1273); 
also called 
Spikevax 

mRNA-based 
vaccine 

Moderna, BARDA, 
NIAID 

US 

COVID-19 
Vaccine 
AstraZeneca 
(AZD1222); also 
known as 
Vaxzevria and 
Covishield 

Adenovirus 
vaccine 

BARDA, OWS UK 

Sputnik V Recombinant 
adenovirus 
vaccine (rAd26 
and rAd5) 

Gamaleya Research 
Institute, Acellena 
Contract Drug Research 
and Development 

Russia 

Sputnik Light Recombinant 
adenovirus 
vaccine (rAd26) 

Gamaleya Research 
Institute, Acellena 
Contract Drug Research 
and Development 

Russia 

COVID-19 
Vaccine Janssen 
(JNJ-78436735; 
Ad26.COV2.S) 

Non-replicating 
viral vector 

Janssen Vaccines 
(Johnson & Johnson) 

The 
Netherlands, 
US 

CoronaVac Inactivated 
vaccine 
(formalin with 
alum adjuvant) 

Sinovac China 

BBIBP-CorV/ 
NVSI-06–07 

Inactivated 
vaccine 

Beijing Institute of 
Biological Products; 
China National 
Pharmaceutical Group 
(Sinopharm) 

China 

EpiVacCorona Peptide vaccine Federal Budgetary 
Research Institution 
State Research Center of 
Virology and 
Biotechnology 

Russia 

Convidicea 
(PakVac, Ad5- 
nCoV) 

Recombinant 
vaccine 
(adenovirus 
type 5 vector) 

CanSino Biologics China 

Covaxin (BBV152) Inactivated 
vaccine 

Bharat Biotech, ICMR; 
Ocugen; ViroVax 

India 

WIBP-CorV Inactivated 
vaccine 

Wuhan Institute of 
Biological Products; 
China National 
Pharmaceutical Group 
(Sinopharm) 

China 

CoviVac Inactivated 
vaccine 

Chumakov Federal 
Scientific Center for 
Research and 
Development of 
Immune and Biological 
Products 

Russia 

ZF2001 (ZIFIVAX) Recombinant 
vaccine 

Anhui Zhifei Longcom 
Biopharmaceutical, 
Institute of 
Microbiology of the 
Chinese Academy of 
Sciences 

China, 
Uzbekistan 

QazVac 
(QazCovid-in) 

Inactivated 
vaccine 

Research Institute for 
Biological Safety 
Problems 

Kazakhstan 

Unnamed vaccine Inactivated 
vaccine 

Minhai Biotechnology 
Co.; Kangtai Biological 
Products Co. Ltd. 

China 

COVIran Barekat Inactivated 
vaccine 

Shifa Pharmed 
Industrial Group 

Iran 

Unnamed vaccine Inactivated 
vaccine 

Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences, 

China 

(continued on next page) 
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of the major pharmaceutical companies that set out to produce COVID- 
19 vaccines, according to corporate publications [75]. They used Jans-
sen’s AdVac® adenoviral vector and PER.C6® cell line technologies to 
manufacture an Ebola vaccine based on their Ebola vaccine concept 
[75,76]. In addition, Hong Kong University researchers have developed 
a live influenza vaccination that includes SARS-CoV-2 proteins [77]. 
One of the most important advantages of whole virus vaccines is their 
ability to activate toll-like receptors (TLRs), such as TLR3, TLR7/8, and 
TLR9, which are found on innate immune cells [78]. Codagenix has 
developed a “codon deoptimization” technology for attenuating viruses 
and developing vaccines for SARS-CoV-2 [79]. Nonetheless, it is critical 
to investigate live viruses for safety profiles and protective effects. It’s 
very important to figure out if antibody-dependent enhancement hap-
pens following immunization with live or killed COVID-19 viral vaccines 
[78]. 

10. Inactivated vaccines 

It contains viral copies that have been killed (inactivated). COVID-19 
inactivated vaccines are made by cultivating the virus in cell culture, 
commonly on Vero cells, and then chemically inactivating it [80,81]. 
CoronaVac (formerly known as PiCoVacc), which is being developed by 
Sinovac Biotech in China, is an example of an inactivated vaccine 
candidate [81,82]. These vaccines are often given intramuscularly and 
may include alum (aluminium hydroxide) or other adjuvants. Immune 
responses are anticipated to target not just the SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
tein, but also the matrix, envelope, and nucleoprotein, because the 
entire virus is presented to the immune system. Clinical trials for a 
number of inactivated vaccine candidates have begun [83]. 

11. Live attenuated vaccines 

It contains virus copies that have been weakened (attenuated). Live 
attenuated vaccines are made by creating a genetically weakened 
version of the virus that only replicates to a limited amount, causing no 
disease but eliciting immune responses similar to those elicited by nat-
ural infection [84]. Adapting the virus to unfavourable environments is 
one way to achieve attenuation (For example, growth at a lower tem-
perature or in non-human cells) or by modifying the virus in a rational 
manner (For example, by de-optimizing codons or deleting genes that 
prevent innate immune recognition) [85,86]. These vaccines have the 
benefit of being able to be given intranasally, where they stimulate 
mucosal immune responses that protect the upper respiratory tract, 
which is the virus’s main entry site. Furthermore, because the virus is 
multiplying in the vaccinated host, antibodies and cellular immune re-
sponses are likely to target both structural and non-structural viral 
proteins. However, there are safety problems with these vaccinations, as 
well as the necessity to alter the virus, which is time-consuming with 
traditional methods and technically difficult using reverse genetics 
[87,88]. 

12. Viral vectored vaccines 

A vector virus is a virus that has been modified in some way. To send 
vital instructions to our cells, viral vector vaccines use a modified 
version of a virus that is not the virus being targeted [89]. The cells then 
create antigens, which are harmless fragments of the virus that elicit an 
immunological response in the body. Your immune system will recog-
nize and fight the true virus if you are exposed to it later. Vaccines based 
on viral vectors have been approved to prevent Ebola and COVID-19, 
and others, such as malaria, influenza, and HIV, are being developed. 
There are two types of viral vector vaccines: replicating and non- 
replicating. Non-replicating viral vectors vaccines- contains viral ge-
netic material packaged in another virus that is incapable of replicating 
itself. Replicating viral vectors vaccines- contains viral genetic material 
packaged in a harmless virus capable of replicating itself. COVID-19 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Name Platform Developers Origin 

Institute of Medical 
Biology 

Abdala (CIGB 66) Protein subunit 
vaccine 

Center for Genetic 
Engineering and 
Biotechnology 

Cuba 

Soberana 02/ 
Soberana Plus 

Conjugate 
vaccine 

Finlay Institute of 
Vaccines; Pasteur 
Institute 

Cuba, Iran 

MVC-COV1901 Protein subunit 
vaccine 

Medigen Vaccine 
Biologics Corp.; 
Dynavax 

Taiwan 

ZyCoV-D DNA vaccine 
(plasmid) 

Zydus Cadila India 

Spikogen 
(COVAX-19) 

Monovalent 
recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Vaxine Pty Ltd.; 
CinnaGen 

Iran 

FAKHRAVAC 
(MIVAC) 

Inactivated 
vaccine 

The Stem Cell 
Technology Research 
Center; Organization of 
Defensive Innovation 
and Research 

Iran 

NVX-CoV2373 
(Nuvaxovid; 
Covovax in 
India) 

Recombinant 
nanoparticle 
vaccine 

Novavax; CEPI, Serum 
Institute of India 

US 

Corbevax Adjuvanted 
protein subunit 
vaccine 

Biological E, Baylor 
College of Medicine, 
Dynavax, CEPI 

India, United 
States 

Covifenz (CoVLP) Plant-based 
adjuvant 
vaccine 

Medicago; GSK; 
Dynavax 

Canada 

VLA2001 Inactivated 
vaccine 

Valneva;UK National 
Institute for Health 
Research; Dynavax 

France, 
United States 

Noora Recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Baqiyatallah University 
of Medical Sciences 

Iran  

Table 2 
Vaccines under the pre-clinical phase [96,97].  

Name Platform Sponsor Institutions 

ChAd-SARS- 
CoV-2-S 

Adenovirus-based vaccine Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis Washington University School of 
Medicine in St. Louis 

LineaDNA DNA vaccine Takis Biotech Takis Biotech 
AAVCOVID Gene-based vaccine Massachusetts Eye and Ear; Massachusetts General Hospital; 

University of Pennsylvania  
No name 

announced 
gp96-based vaccine Heat Biologics University of Miami Miller School of 

Medicine 
No name 

announced 
Ii-Key peptide COVID-19 vaccine Generex Biotechnology; Beijing Youfeng Biological 

Technology, Ltd 
Generex 

PittCoVacc Recombinant protein subunit vaccine (delivered 
through microneedle array) 

UPMC/University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine University of Pittsburgh 

HaloVax Self-assembling vaccine Voltron Therapeutics, Inc.; Hoth Therapeutics, Inc. MGH Vaccine and Immunotherapy 
Center  
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vaccines are non-replicating, requiring higher dosages but being safer 
than replicating viral vectors [68,90]. 

13. Protein subunit vaccines 

Subunit vaccinations include only the components, or antigens, that 
best stimulate the immune system. There is no risk of disease because 
there is no live fragment involved [91]. Protein-based subunit vaccines, 
polysaccharide vaccines, and conjugate subunit vaccines are all types of 
subunit antibodies [92]. Live attenuated and inactivated/killed vacci-
nations are less consistent and safer than protein subunit vaccines. When 
compared to other types of vaccinations, they can be generated at a 
lower cost [93]. SPs, which include spike (S), envelope (E), membrane 
(M), and nucleocapsid (N), are viral antigens that elicit neutralizing 
antibodies and a protective immunological response in SARS-CoV2 [94]. 
The S and N proteins of coronaviruses are the most widely used struc-
tural proteins. Intravacc., in conjunction with EpiVax, is developing an 
outer membrane vesicle (OMV) delivery platform using synthetically 
created SARS-CoV2 epitopes. It’s one of a number of platforms being 
researched for the development of a subunit vaccine. Preclinical testing 
is currently being conducted on the candidate. The GP-96 backbone and 

the li-key peptide are two other innovative platforms being researched 
as part of this strategy [95]. 

14. Additional factors for the development of the Covid-19 
vaccine 

Given COVID-19′s rapid transmission and asymptomatic spread, an 
effective vaccine with worldwide immunization coverage is clearly 
needed to restore people’s lives to normalcy. Even if a safe and efficient 
COVID-19 vaccine is developed, the longevity of vaccine-induced pro-
tection remains uncertain. SARS-specific IgG and neutralizing anti-
bodies were only retained for around 2 years in patients who recovered 
from COVID-19 infection, according to previous SARS research [98,99]. 
As a result, lifelong protection from COVID-19 vaccinations is less likely, 
and a regular vaccination regimen may be required in the future. 
Furthermore, the minimum neutralizing antibody titer that can confer 
protection against COVID-19 infection is still unknown. It is thought that 
the larger the level of neutralizing antibodies induced by vaccination, 
the better the protective effect. This is in line with the finding that most 
COVID-19 reinfection cases have relatively minor or no symptoms 
during their initial infection, which may not be enough to develop 

Table 3 
Vaccines under the Phase-3 [96,97].  

Name Platform Sponsor Trial 
Phase  

Institutions 

No name 
announced 

Adenovirus-based 
vaccine 

ImmunityBio; NantKwest Phase 
2/3  

S-268019 Recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Shionogi & Co., Ltd; Japan Agency for Medical Research and 
Development 

Phase 
2/3  

HDT-301 
(HGCO19) 

RNA vaccine University of Washington; National Institutes of Health Rocky 
Mountain Laboratories; HDT Bio Corp; Gennova 
Biopharmaceuticals; SENAI CIMATEC; Quratis Inc. 

Phase 
2/3  

INO-4800 DNA vaccine 
(plasmid) 

Inovio Pharmaceuticals; Advaccine Phase 
2/3 

Center for Pharmaceutical Research, Kansas City. Mo.; 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 

GRAd-COV2 Adenovirus-based 
vaccine 

ReiThera; Leukocare; Univercells Phase 
2/3 

Lazzaro Spallanzani National Institute for Infectious 
Diseases 

SCB-2019 Protein subunit 
vaccine 

GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi, Clover Biopharmaceuticals, 
Dynavax and Xiamen Innovax; CEPI 

Phase 
2/3 

Linear Clinical Research (Australia) 

GX-19N DNA vaccine Genexine Phase 
2/3 

PT Kalbe Farma TBK 

UB-612 Multitope peptide- 
based vaccine 

Vaxxinity Phase 
2/3 

United Biomedical Inc. (UBI) 

Bacillus Calmette- 
Guerin (BCG) 
vaccine 

Live-attenuated 
vaccine 

University of Melbourne and Murdoch Children’s Research 
Institute; Radboud University Medical Center; Faustman Lab at 
Massachusetts General Hospital 

Phase 
2/3 

University of Melbourne and Murdoch Children’s 
Research Institute; Radboud University Medical 
Center; Faustman Lab at Massachusetts General 
Hospital 

BBV154 Intranasal vaccine Bharat Biotech Phase 
2/3 

Various 

CVnCoV mRNA-based 
vaccine 

CureVac; GSK Phase 
2b/3 

CureVac 

Unnamed vaccine 
candidate 

Recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Laboratorios HIPRA, S.A. Phase 
2b/3 

Hospital Clínic de Barcelona; Hospital Universitari Dr. 
Josep Trueta 

Unnamed vaccine 
candidate 

Recombinant 
vaccine (Sf9 cells) 

WestVac Biopharma Co., Ltd.; West China Hospital; Sichuan 
University; 

Phase 3 Jiangsu Province Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention 

ARCoV (Awcorna) mRNA-based 
vaccine 

Walvax Biotechnology Co., Ltd.; Abogen Biosciences Co. Ltd.; 
Yuxi Walvax Biotechnology Co., Ltd. 

Phase 3 Xiangfen CDC 

Vidprevtyn Recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Sanofi; GlaxoSmithKline Phase 3 Various 

Nanocovax Recombinant 
vaccine (Spike 
protein) 

Nanogen Biopharmaceutical Phase 3 Military Medical Academy (Vietnam) 

V-01 Recombinant 
protein vaccine 

Guangdong Provincial Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention; Gaozhou Municipal Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention; Zhuhai Livzonumab Biotechnology Co., Ltd. 

Phase 3 Livzon Mabpharm Inc. 

Razi Cov Pars Recombinant 
vaccine (Spike 
protein) 

Razi Vaccine and Serum Research Institute Phase 3 Tehran Rasoul Akram Hospital; Karaj, Hesarak, Razi 
Vaccine and Serum Research Institute 

GBP510 Nanoparticle 
vaccine 

SK bioscience Co., Ltd.; GSK; University of Washington; CEPI Phase 3 Various 

SCB-2019 Protein subunit 
vaccine 

GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi, Clover Biopharmaceuticals, Dynavax 
and Xiamen Innovax; CEPI 

Phase 3 Linear Clinical Research (Australia)  
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robust neutralizing antibodies [100,101]. As a result, more research is 
needed to describe the relationship between neutralizing antibody and 
protective effect in order to guide COVID-19 vaccine development. 
Finally, numerous mutations have been discovered in the SARS-CoV-2 
genome, with the D614G mutation being the most common [102]. 
D614G is a missense point mutation in the S protein that promotes SARS- 
CoV-2 infectivity by reducing S1 shedding and enhancing S protein 
incorporation into the virion [103,104]. The D614G mutation, fortu-
nately, does not prevent neutralizing antibodies from attaching to SARS- 
CoV-2, and so does not confer vaccine resistance [104]. However, such 
immune-escaping mutations may arise in the future, making the devel-
opment of the COVID-19 vaccine much more difficult. 

15. Conclusion 

New forms of coronaviruses have emerged since the discovery of 
human coronaviruses in the 1960 s, and they have steadily become a 
severe threat to worldwide public health. Despite the fact that the first 
coronavirus outbreak occurred almost two decades ago, the scientific 
and medical communities are still unprepared to confront these diseases. 
One thing we learned from this is that the current pharmaceutical 
market’s financial and regulatory mechanisms do not give enough 
incentive to support vaccine development before a catastrophic 
outbreak occurs. To compensate, academic institutions and enterprises 
all around the world are already creating an unprecedented number of 
vaccine candidates with extremely short clinical trial timelines. COVID- 
19 vaccine research studies are in various phases of development. Some 
methods use messenger RNA, while others use DNA, which is then 
translated, resulting in the production of specific immunogenic proteins. 
Beyond the basic research that identifies which antigens can cause a 
virus-neutralizing immune response, the development of a vaccine must 
take into account two extremely crucial factors. More research is ur-
gently needed to find the most effective vaccine candidate in order to 
reduce the rising number of COVID-19 patients for this we believe that 
countries from all around the world, regardless of political orientations, 
can join and collaborate in the near future to create a speedy and viable 
COVID-19 vaccine. 
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